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Learning Yard Times

Mother's Day Celebration'
11 May 2022
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A Mother is she who can take the place of all others but whose place no one else can take.
Mother Day is a special day for all children and mothers, as it celebrates the bond of love  and affection that is everlasting.To 
honour the Mothers on the special occassion, the even t was held on 11th of May, asmothers were specially invited to spend a 
memorable day filled with fun games, activities and Pool fun.. The venue was aptly decorated in keeping withthe 
theme.Attractive selfie board or crafts were made.Lemon race in pool, Ramp walk,full of energy,lively music,twining and 
fun performances was the highlight of the day.It was a pleasure watching the super excited moms with their dynamic and 
energetic performances.The best performers were given away prizes by the The Director Mrs Archana Sharma . The 
temperature of Show rose and aroma was doubled when the astonishing teachers along with their coordinator and the 
Director Mrs Archana Sharma walked the ramp. The mothers were felicitated  with several titles like Ms. Beautiful Smile,Ms. 
Confident, etc.The event concluded with a energetic dance party for young mothers .
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Opening Ceremony of Summer Camp
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To sharpen the meta-cognitive abilities of the young learners, Summer Camp was held in which various activities were 
conducted for the tiny tots. The Chairman S.K. Sharma graced the Opening Ceremony as the Chief Guest and advised the 
young aspirants to participate wholeheartedly in such type of camps as they provide them opportunities to think and do out 
of box. The Director Archana Sharma welcomed the Chief Guest and the parents for sparing the time from their hectic 
schedule and advised the children to come ahead to accomplish the target of learning to learn and assured that the camp 
would be successful in realising the desired goals.
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Closing Ceremony of Summer Camp
10 June 2022

The Closing Ceremony of Summer Camp was held on 10 June 2022 with great alacrity and enthusiasm. The closing of 
ceremony was announced by the Chairman S.K. Sharma and applauded the teachers for their remarkable efforts to make the 
camp successful. The Director Archana Sharma assured the parents and children to provide a conducive atmosphere for 
learning in which they can get effective solutions of their educational problems.
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Tiny tots of Learning Yard International Pre-School celebrated  World Environment Day on 5 June, 2022 with great zeal and 
enthusiasm. Before the commencement of Summer Vacation  children were told the importance of the day. They were also 
made aware of the need to take immediate action to save the environment and Mother Earth. Citing examples the concept 
was made clear to all the children. Each student was asked to undertake one environment friendly project which was a bird 
feeder making. All the children looked excited after the announcement of innovative project. The teacher demonstrated 
how to make a bird feeder in the  Summer Vacation  Assignment given. At last children were motivated to do their bit for a 
cleaner and greener Mother Earth by adopting eco friendly practices and shared the pictures of their project.

World Environment Day
5 June 2022
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Father's Day 
12 May 2022
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Daddy, you are strong and tall,

Stay by me and catch me whenever I fall.

Batman, Spiderman and Superman there be,

I look up to you as my Superhero to be.

A father's selfless love is pivotal in nurturing the child and there could not be a more universal celebration than the one that 
celebrates the accomplishments and efforts of a father. Honouring fathers and role of father's in shaping the lives of their 
children Father's Day was celebrated by the tiny tots of Learning yard on May 12 ,2022. It began with "My Dad My Superhero" 
Activity. Learning Yard International Pre-School celebrated the day in their own special way by asking students to honor 
their fathers, their hero, by sharing their pictures with the school. Depicting their unending love and gratitude for their 
fathersThe kids made cards, badges, trophies fortheir  Super Dad.
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21 June 2022

International Yoga Day Celebration
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"Yoga makes one harmonious with the nature and teaches everyone to be joyfully curious to rediscover inner self.”
The tiny tots of Learning yard International Pre-School celebrated International Yoga Day' with a lot enthusiasm and joy on 
June 21, 2022. Commemorating the theme for the year 2022, 'Yoga for Humanity', the students were engaged in invigorating 
Yoga sessions high on fitness and immunity. Students were asked to practice Surya Namaskar or Sun  Salutation under the 
guidance of parents  which is a set of well designed and extremely powerful 12 yoga asanas and other Aasans as 
well.Students shared their pictures while performing Yoga which was really eye captivating.



Parents Testimonials
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Hello Everyone 
I Shalini Singh mother of Shanaya.Learning yard international pre school is very good education institute 
where our kids are educated with fun loving activities, where they know how to capture the hindered 
qualities in them.
Learning Yards provided the much required environment to our child in which she came to know to grow in 
a similar group.Most important are the Teachers who have always cared our child more than we expected. 
Through Summer Camps the teachers enabled our child to learn and grab various extracurricular activities 
at very very early age and the good thing about that was the children responded extraordinarily. Thanks to 
the Torch Bearers.
Lot of thanks to Leaning Yards and warm wishes for Extremely Good Progress in upcoming years.

Hello Everyone 
I Aarti Antil mother of Maanvik.It was first time I was enrolling my son in school, so I was nervous. Since from 
here the base of his education will be created. I did a lot of research on where shall I enrol him. Then, I got 
to know about The Learning Yard. The most satisfactory part about this school was it is a branch of Rishikul 
Vidyapeeth from where I studied. I gained half of the confidence and rest half was provided by the staff at 
Learning Yard. They are so incredible that they soon made us comfortable. My son is excited every morning 
about going to school. He is becoming more social which was somewhere lost because of Corona. I am 
thankful to have discovered and highly recommend this school.
Thanks

Hello Everyone  
This is Vaishali Goyal mother of Avish Goyal who is studying in L. K. G class in Learning yard school. I think I 
made the best choice to enroll my child in Learning Yard school. I noticed that my child has overcome the 
shyness and is openly taking initiatives to converse with everyone. It's really amazing to know that this 
preschool is using the latest technology in such a productive manner and making our kids learn in the best 
way possible. It is my personal preference for every toddler looking for a bright future.

Hello Everyone 
Learning Yard is a wonderful School. The teachers are nurturing and loving , encourages the kids to take on 
public speaking from the earliest grades, that helps the kids to develop confidence. He feel so fortunate 
and have been so impressed with the time and energy teachers put into their classroom and teaching. Our 
son is so excited to go to school each and everyday and talk about his teachers often. We will highly 
recommend this school for quality of teaching and other curricular activities.
Dr. Jyoti and Dr. Vijender
Vijeet's parents

Hello Everyone 
I Deepika Bansal mother of Dhairya. Dhairya studies in nursery class of Learning Yard School . It's difficult to 
maintain a bright future of a child. My elder son who also studies in Rishikul Vidyapeeth School. The 
Principal and teachers are very careful regarding students. We are very happy that our child is under an 
influence of such a great teachers. Transport staff is cooperative towards my child. I would like to thank 
the teaching and non teaching staff for providing such nice atmosphere around my child. Both of my 
children love their school. We are truly blessed to be a part of this school. 
Thanks

Hello Everyone 
I Poonam mother of Anishka. My daughter has been studing in learning yard school in  nursery class since 2-
3 months and we are satisfied with teacher's sincere efforts and hard work. She is now doing better in her 
studies.



HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU...
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Glimpses of Learning Yard
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